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Writing Marginality in Modern French Literature, first published in 2001, explores how cultural
centres require the peripheral, the outlawed and the deviant in order to define and bolster
themselves. It analyses the hierarchies of cultural value which inform the work of six modern
French writers: the exoticist Pierre Loti; Paul Gauguin, whose Noa Noa enacts European
fantasies about Polynesia; Proust, who analyses such exemplary figures of exclusion and
inclusion as the homosexual and the xenophobe; Montherlant, who claims to subvert
colonialist values in La Rose de sable; Camus, who pleads an alienating detachment from the
cultures of both metropolitan France and Algeria; and Jean Genet. Crucially Genet, who was
typecast as France's moral pariah, in charting Palestinian statelessness in his last work, Un
Captif amoureux (1986), reflects ethically on the dispossession of the Other and the violence
inherent in the West's marginalization of cultural difference.
An exceptional monograph-catalogue revealing the innovative drive in Gauguin's work. This
catalogue offers a unique opportunity to view Gauguin's entire artistic development from his
early impressionist works to his final masterpieces painted on the Marquesas Islands where
the artist went in search of an Arcadian kingdom "of ecstasy, peace and art, far from the typical
European struggle for money". In reality such a paradise on earth no longer existed, not even
on the other side of the globe, however the wealth and complexity of life that he found before
him there, inspired the creation of a series of works which are among the most vivid and
durable in the history of painting.
Recognized today as one of the great modernist painters, Paula Modersohn-Becker was also a
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gifted writer, and her large body of letters and journals represent the story of her life. This
volume presents the journals and every extant letter, each carefully annotated.
An unprecedented exploration of Gauguin's works in various media, from works on paper to
clay and furniture Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) was a creative force above and beyond his
legendary work as a painter. Surveying the full scope of his career-spanning experiments in
different media and formats--clay, works on paper, wood, and paint, as well as furniture and
decorative friezes--this volume delves into his enduring interest in craft and applied arts,
reflecting on their significance to his creative process. Gauguin: Artist as Alchemist draws on
extensive new research into the artist's working methods, presenting him as a consummate
craftsman--one whose transmutations of the ordinary yielded new and remarkable forms.
Beautifully designed and illustrated, this book includes essays by an international team of
scholars who offer a rich analysis of Gauguin's oeuvre beyond painting. By embracing other art
forms, which offered fewer dominant models to guide his work, Gauguin freed himself from the
burden of artistic precedent. In turn, these groundbreaking creative forays, especially in
ceramics, gave new direction to his paintings. The authors' insightful emphasis on
craftsmanship deepens our understanding of Gauguin's considerable achievements as a
painter, draftsman, sculptor, ceramist, and printmaker within the history of modern art.
In describing the canon-building of modern dealerships, Jensen considers the new "ideological
dealer" and explores the commercial construction of artistic identity through such rhetorical
concepts as temperament and "independent art" and through such institutional structures as
the retrospective.
"While examining colonial culture in its many manifestations, from art, literature, and film to the
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journals of explorers and missionaries, O'Brien rereads not only the canonical texts of Pacific
imperialism, but also lesser-known remnants of this cultural heritage with an eye to what they
reveal about gender, sexuality, race, and femininity. Over its long history - from the famous
(and much romanticized) settlement of Tahitian women and mutineers from the Bounty on
Pitcairn Island in 1789 to the South Seas romantic tradition, Gauguin, and beach culture notions of female primitivism changed in response to the ideological watersheds of Christianity,
Enlightenment science, and race theories, as well as the development of democratic nationstates, modernity, and colonialism.
Baird examines writers who helped to create a modern authentic primitivism, with emphasis on
Herman Melville, whom Baird sees as a locus of change for the cultural significance of primary
art. Baird provides a social history and biography of writers who participated in the primary art
movement from 1850 to 1950
Aonia edizioni. Questo volume raccoglie gli atti del secondo convegno di studi sull'Italia
organizzato dal Dipartimento di Italiano e serbo dell'Universita di Banja Luka e dall'AIBA
(Associazione degli Italianisti nei Balcani), che si e tenuto a Banja Luka (RS/BiH) venerdi 17 e
sabato 18 giugno 2011. Il tema dell'altrove e stato scelto per la sua immarcescibile attualita e
ha stimolato le ricerche, raccolte in questo volume, di studiose/i provenienti dall'Italia e da altri
Paesi. L'altrove puo essere "altro qui" e "altro da qui," due facce della stessa medaglia, un
percorso circolare nel quale la partenza e il traguardo coincidono, annullandosi a vicenda.
L'altrove, infatti, non e un punto da dove si parte o dove si arriva, ma e il percorso in se e per
se. Che il viaggio abbia inizio!
Nel settembre 1901, Paul Gauguin s’imbarca per le Isole Marchesi, un remoto arcipelago a
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nord-est di Tahiti. Approdato nell’isola di Hiva Oa, si stabilisce nel villaggio di Atuana, dove
acquista un terreno e con l’aiuto degli indigeni vi costruisce una grande capanna. Dovrebbe
essere un nuovo inizio, ma la salute sempre più precaria, le angustie materiali e la frustrazione
per il cinismo del mondo dell’arte alimentano in lui un’inquietudine crescente. L’artista si
sente a un punto di non ritorno. La situazione precipita quando nel 1903 viene incriminato
perché, difendendo alcuni nativi, oltraggia un gendarme; multato e condannato a tre mesi di
carcere, muore stroncato da alcol e sifilide. Scritto da Gauguin nei suoi ultimi drammatici mesi,
Prima e dopo è l’estrema confessione di un uomo che vuole mettersi a nudo: un redde
rationem in note sparse, nel quale si susseguono entusiasmi e sarcasmi, incanti e disillusioni.
Pensieri e ricordi fluiscono rapsodici come nei sogni: la bellezza del popolo maori; le idee
sull’arte e sulla religione; la brutalità e l’ipocrisia dei presunti civilizzatori... E poi van Gogh,
Manet, Cézanne, la Bretagna, Arles e altro ancora, perché accanto all’arte «ci sono molte
cose da dire e bisogna dirle».
Vanishing paradise" offers a fresh take on the modernist primitivism of the French painter Paul
Gauguin, the exoticism of the American John LaFarge, and the elite tourism of the American
writer Henry Adams. Childs explores how these artists wrestled with the elusiveness of
paradise and portrayed colonial Tahiti in ways both mythic and modern.

A thought-provoking examination of beauty using three works of art by Manet, Gauguin,
and Cézanne. As the discipline of art history has moved away from connoisseurship,
the notion of beauty has become increasingly problematic. Both culturally and
personally subjective, the term is difficult to define and nearly universally avoided. In
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this insightful book, Richard R. Brettell, one of the leading authorities on Impressionism
and French art of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, dares to confront the
concept of modern beauty head-on. This is not a study of aesthetic philosophy, but
rather a richly contextualized look at the ambitions of specific artists and artworks at a
particular time and place. Brettell shapes his manifesto around three masterworks from
the collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum: Édouard Manet’s Jeanne (Spring), Paul
Gauguin’s Arii Matamoe (The Royal End), and Paul Cézanne’s Young Italian Woman
at a Table. The provocative discussion reveals how each of these exceptional
paintings, though depicting very different subjects—a fashionable actress, a preserved
head, and a weary working woman—enacts a revolutionary, yet enduring, icon of
beauty.
Several decades have now passed since postcolonial and feminist critiques presented
the art-historical world with a demythologized Paul Gauguin (1848-1903), a muchdiminished image of the artist/hero who had once been universally admired as “the
father of modernist primitivism.” In this volume, both long-established and more recent
Gauguin scholars offer a provocative picture of the evolution of Gauguin scholarship in
the recent postmodern era, as they confront and consider how the dismantling of the
longstanding Gauguin myth positions us now in the 21st century to deal with and
assess the life, work, and legacy of this still perennially popular artist. To reassess the
challenges that Gauguin faced in his own day as well as those that he continues to
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present to current and future scholarship, they explore the multiple contexts that
influenced Gauguin's thought and behavior as well as his art and incorporate a variety
of interdisciplinary approaches, from anthropology, philosophy, and the history of
science to gender studies and the study of Pacific cultural history. Dealing with a wide
range of Gauguin's production, they challenge conventional art-historical thinking,
highlight transnational perspectives, and offer clues to the direction of future
scholarship, as audiences worldwide seek to make multicultural peace with Gauguin
and his art. Broude has raised the bar of Gauguin scholarship ever higher in this
groundbreaking volume, which will be necessary reading for students and scholars of
art history, late 19th-century French and Pacific culture, gender studies, and beyond.
This book revises dominant historical narratives about modernism from the perspective
of a theoretically informed cultural history that spans the period between 1830 and
1914. In doing so, it reconnects the intellectual history of avant-garde art with the
cultural history of bohemia and the social history of the urban experience to reveal the
circumstances in which a truly modernist culture emerged.
"Modern Gauguin studies—complex interpretations of the works based on the
identification of the artist's sources in ancient sacred art from around the world—began
in the early 1950s with the pioneering research of Bernard Dorival and Henri Dorra. The
Symbolism of Paul Gauguin: Erotica, Exotica, and the Great Dilemmas of Humanity,
Dorra's ultimate meditation on the art of Gauguin, constitutes a milestone in the history
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of Post-Impressionism."—Charles Stuckey is an independent scholar and consultant
First published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
What is the place of individual genius in a global world of hyper-information— a world in
which, as Walter Benjamin predicted more than seventy years ago, everyone is
potentially an author? For poets in such a climate, "originality" begins to take a back
seat to what can be done with other people’s words—framing, citing, recycling, and
otherwise mediating available words and sentences, and sometimes entire texts.
Marjorie Perloff here explores this intriguing development in contemporary poetry: the
embrace of "unoriginal" writing. Paradoxically, she argues, such citational and often
constraint-based poetry is more accessible and, in a sense, "personal" than was the
hermetic poetry of the 1980s and 90s. Perloff traces this poetics of "unoriginal genius"
from its paradigmatic work, Benjamin’s encyclopedic Arcades Project, a book largely
made up of citations. She discusses the processes of choice, framing, and
reconfiguration in the work of Brazilian Concretism and Oulipo, both movements now
understood as precursors of such hybrid citational texts as Charles Bernstein’s opera
libretto Shadowtime and Susan Howe’s documentary lyric sequence The Midnight.
Perloff also finds that the new syncretism extends to language: for example, to the
French-Norwegian Caroline Bergvall writing in English and the Japanese Yoko Tawada,
in German. Unoriginal Genius concludes with a discussion of Kenneth Goldsmith’s
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conceptualist book Traffic—a seemingly "pure’" radio transcript of one holiday
weekend’s worth of traffic reports. In these instances and many others, Perloff shows
us "poetry by other means" of great ingenuity, wit, and complexity.
"An original study of Gauguin's writings, unfolding their central role in his artistic
practice and negotiation of colonial identity. As a French artist who lived in Polynesia,
Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) occupies a crucial position in histories of European
primitivism. This is the first book devoted to his wide-ranging literary output, which
included journalism, travel writing, art criticism, and essays on aesthetics, religion, and
politics. It analyzes his original manuscripts, some of which are richly illustrated,
reinstating them as an integral component of his art. The seemingly haphazard, collagelike structure of Gauguin's manuscripts enabled him to evoke the "primitive" culture that
he celebrated, while rejecting the style of establishment critics. Gauguin's writing was
also a strategy for articulating a position on the margins of both the colonial and the
indigenous communities in Polynesia; he sought to protect Polynesian society from
"civilization" but remained implicated in the imperialist culture that he denounced. This
critical analysis of his writings significantly enriches our understanding of the
complexities of artistic encounters in the French colonial context."--Publisher's
description.
A ground-breaking new anthology in the Art in Theory series, offering an examination of
the changing relationships between the West and the wider world in the field of art and
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material culture Art in Theory: The West in the World is a ground-breaking anthology
that comprehensively examines the relationship of Western art to the art and material
culture of the wider world. Editors Paul Wood and Leon Wainwright have included 370
texts, some of which appear in English for the first time. The anthologized texts are
presented in eight chronological parts, which are then subdivided into key themes
appropriate to each historical era. The majority of the texts are representations of
changing ideas about the cultures of the world by European artists and intellectuals, but
increasingly, as the modern period develops, and especially as colonialism is
challenged, a variety of dissenting voices begin to claim their space, and a counter
narrative to western hegemony develops. Over half the book is devoted to 20th and
21st century materials, though the book’s unique selling point is the way it relates the
modern globalization of art to much longer cultural histories. As well as the
anthologized material, Art in Theory: The West in the World contains: A general
introduction discussing the scope of the collection Introductory essays to each of the
eight parts, outlining the main themes in their historical contexts Individual introductions
to each text, explaining how they relate to the wider theoretical and political currents of
their time Intended for a wide audience, the book is essential reading for students on
courses in art and art history. It will also be useful to specialists in the field of art history
and readers with a general interest in the culture and politics of the modern world.
In this broad-ranging survey of Paris, Tahiti, Indochina, Japan, New Caledonia, and the
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South Pacific generally, Matt Matsuda illustrates the fascinating interplay that shaped
the imaginations of both colonizer and colonized. Drawing on a wealth of primary
sources, Matsuda describes the constitution of a "French Pacific" through the eyes of
Tahitian monarchs, Kanak warriors, French politicos and prisoners, Asian
revolutionaries and Central American laborers, among others. He argues that French
imperialism in the Pacific, both real and imagined, was registered most forcefully in
languages of desire and love--for lost islands, promised wealth and riches, carnal and
spiritual pleasures--and political affinities. Exploring the conflicting engagements with
love for and against the empire in the Pacific, this book is an imaginative and groundbreaking work in global imperial and colonial histories, as well as Pacific histories.
This book focuses on the literature of exoticism at the turn of the last century and how it
foreshadows our own fin de siècle. Earlier writers of exoticism had turned away from
the West and its modernity, rejecting the social changes caused by industrialization and
displacing onto 'savage' or 'primitive' cultures their aspirations for political freedom. By
the turn of the century, however, European nations had reduced vast areas of the globe
to colonial status: this global exportation of Western cultural norms and economic
systems had a critical effect on the literature of exoticism. In concentrating on writers
from the age of the New Imperialism (1880-1920), this book reveals an important
contradiction at the heart of the exoticist impulse: the very expansion that enabled
European writers to go in search of exotic Others ensured the eventual disappearance
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of the exotic. Turn-of-the-century writers of exoticism thus give voice to a deep
nostalgia both for the values supposedly lost to the West in its process of modernization
and for those once exotic places in which they found, with increasing disappointment,
not pristine innocence but merely the traces of their own culture. The author
concentrates on four writers - Jules Verne, Pierre Loti, Victor Segalen, and Joseph
Conrad - although he touches on a number of other writers, and even painters, like Paul
Gauguin. The works of these four writers foreground attitudes and assumptions useful
for understanding a wide array of phenomena: an examination of these works shows
how nostalgia for a cultural Other was built into the intellectual configuration of
modernism, throws light on the early history of anthropology, and helps us understand
features of our own cultural formation that are becoming increasingly important in
today's global village. Making an explicit link between turn-of-the-century exoticism and
the present day, the book concludes with a critical assessment of Pier Paolo Pasolini's
neo-exoticist attachment to a supposedly revolutionary Third World in his poetry and
literary criticism. The book's critical stance is noteworthy, drawing its basic assumptions
from pensiero debole, the 'weak thought' of the contemporary Italian philosopher Gianni
Vattimo, whose poststructuralist theories are only now becoming known in the United
States. 'Weak thought' seeks to supersede outmoded, metaphysical categories of
thought, not by replacing them with something new, but by an elegaic, recollective, and
rhetorical dwelling within those categories. The author also makes creative use of
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narrative theory, and draws on the recent 'new historicism', reading literary texts to
excellent effect against the historical events that made them possible.
English-language translation of a major work by French philosopher Eric Alliez, in which he
offers a new perspective on critical problems in modern aesthetics.
Gauguin: “Per me il grande artista è il risultato della più grande intelligenza: a lui giungono i
sentimenti, le traduzioni più sottili e quindi più invisibili alla mente. Lavorate liberamente e
pazzamente... Soprattutto non affaticatevi su un dipinto: un grande sentimento può essere
reso con immediatezza, immaginatelo e cercatene la forma più semplice”.
Il cammino dell’arte contemporanea è visto, in sostanza, come la tensione dialettica tra due
modelli, l’uno dei quali volto a raggiungere una sintonia tra la sensibilità dell’uomo e una
tecnologia di specie meccanica, fondata cioè sulle macchine mosse dell’energia termica,
mentre l’altro modello si ispira all’avvento dell’elettronica, in cui molti sono ormai disposti a
vedere il tratto caratterizzante della nostra condizione postmoderna. Meccanomorfismo ed
elettromorfismo sono così i due poli tra i quali appare tesa la vicenda dell’arte contemporanea:
poli che beninteso non sempre sono apparsi allo scoperto, ma che anzi hanno dato luogo a
molte varianti e manifestazioni anche deviate e improprie. Il meccanomorfismo trionfa senza
dubbio nel Cubismo e nelle altre tendenze costruttiviste e neoplastiche del primo Novecento.
L’elettromorfismo trova un preannuncio nello spazio ?romantico” del primo Cézanne, o negli
aneliti mistici dei Simbolisti, per manifestarsi già in forma diretta con i Futuristi, e soprattutto
con i Dadaisti, i più risoluti nell’abbandonare la superficie dipinta per avventurarsi nello spazio
dei processi mentali. D’altra parte i Metafisici, con De Chirico in testa, intuiscono l’altra faccia
della rivoluzione elettronica, quella che porta a memorizzare tutti i dati del passato e a
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riproporli in combinazioni inedite. Le ricerche del secondo Novecento ereditano tali intuizioni,
accettando il compito di estenderle e di moralizzarle.
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